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Brevity might be the soul of wit, but it is anathema to climbers. We
thrive on reminiscence and most of us would probably agree that a

large part of the pleasure of our perverse pastime lies in ruminative retro
spection. We are compulsive regurgitators. So, almost inevitably, this address
will look back over the 35 years I have spent as a climber and at the changes
I have witnessed. But it will also attempt to look to the future. And I will
try to make it mercifully brief. I should stress that any views expressed will be
purely personal and in no way a reflection of official Club policy.

I'll start with a late afternoon in 1974. David Lund and I were on the
Aiguille du Midi, slogging, far too late, with pitiful slowness, up the so
called snow arete of the Frendo Spur. What had looked so beguilingly white
from the valley was actually brittle grey ice and the stubby ice hammers we
used in those days were making little impact. The setting sun was obscured
by thickening cloud and snow was beginning to fall. The Midi cable car,
out to our right, packed with warm bustling humanity, might as well have
been a rocket in outer space for the all the help it could offer us. I felt cold,
lonely and tired and I was dreading the now inevitable unplanned bivouac.

By the last glimmer of light we just managed to reach the foot of the final
rognon, where we installed ourselves on a cramped rock knob, and crouched
uncomfortably beneath the Zdarsky sack. Snowflakes pattered on the nylon
shell over our heads; condensation dampened the inside. The dehydrated
'Scrambled Egg and Cheese' we heated up on our stove was so disgusting
that we ended up tipping it down the north face of the Midi. Life was less
than perfect.

And yet, there was a companionable fug inside our bivouac sack - a
sense of coping with adversity. I think we even slept a little. And when the
time came, in the morning, to re-tighten bootlaces, strap on crampons and
shake out stiff limbs, apprehension gave way to a quickening of the spirit.
The sun had come out and the rocky rognon was transformed under its
glittering new coat of snow. Numb fingers quickly warmed to the task, grap
pling with granite, snow, ice - even, I seem to remember, a peg or two for
aid - delighting in the craftsmanship of it all. Again there was that delight
in coping with - even enjoying - the job in hand. We had got ourselves out of
a fix, and life, actually, was quite good.

The following year I entered the Frendo Spur - along with the Matterhorn
and a few other peaks including the glorious Cassin Route on the Badile 
on.my application form to become an aspirant member of the Alpine Club
Cl hadn't yet quite clocked up the requisite 20 routes for full membership).
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The ostensible reason for joining was to get reduced rates at alpine huts. In
fact, we nearly always bivouacked outside the huts; even at half price, they
were expensive; and you got a much better night's sleep under the stars.

No, the real reason, which became apparent when I turned up to my first
meeting at South Audley Street, was less to do with tangible benefits than
a sense of tradition. The room was packed with people, mainly but not
exclusively men, nearly all of them wearing suits or tweed jackets, with
incongruously garish green and yellow ties. Most of the people had white
hair. But then you began to realize who they were. That must be Noel
Odell. And that rather jolly-looking old lady must be Dorothy Pilley of
Dent Blanche fame, chatting with the legendary New Statesman literary
editor, Janet Adam Smith. And that's John Hunt. And the rather severe
looking man in the chair is Jack Longland, author of Javelin Blade, one of
the world's very first extreme rock climbs, not to mention that gallant
performance on Everest in 1933.

The speakers that night were also a distinguished lot. Their style was a
little different - long hair, wide lapels, hipster jeans and no ties - but the
story they had come to tell - the first ascent of the south-west face of
Everest - clearly entranced the Club elders. I felt rather privileged to be
there, in that quite intimate gathering, hearing Bonington, Boardman and
Scott deliver their lecture, hot off the press, before they embarked on their
big public tour. And the Everest evening was soon followed by other equally
riveting talks: Alan Rouse on the big South American extravaganza with
Hall, Whittle, Carrington and the Burgess twins. Alex MacIntyre on big
new alpine routes. Terry King, actor, climber and raconteur, on everything
from Sron Ulladale to the Hindu Kush with Andrei Zawada. Another Pole,
Janusz Onyszkiewicz, on the then still unrepeated peak of K2. Joe Tasker on
his and Peter Boardman's redefining of Himalayan climbing with the west
wall of Changabang. Doug Scott returning to talk about how he really liked
to climb, without oxygen and fixed ropes and porters, on Kangchenjunga,
and Nuptse, and Makalu.

The Seventies were an exciting time to start mountaineering. Even on
the very highest peaks, the whole concept of what was possible was being
redefined. At slightly lower altitudes, peaks that Shipton and his contem
poraries had only dreamed about - spires like Changabang, Trango and
The Ogre - were actually being climbed. In the Alps, better ice gear was
enabling Alex MacIntyre, Patrick Gabarrou and others to start work on a
whole new world of north-facing adventure. Now it seems incredible to
think that when Lindsay GriffIn and I attempted - unsuccessfully - to make
the second ascent of Gabarrou's Super Couloir on Mont Blanc du Tacul, it
was regarded as perhaps the hardest ice climb in the Alps.

But going back three years to the summer of 1974, the biggest news in
Snell's Field at Chamonix actually came from home: Pete Livesey had just
climbed the Right Wall at Dinas Cromlech. British rock climbing was under
going its own renaissance. Livesey and his young acolyte, Ron Fawcett -
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alongside Leeds-based stars such as John Syrett - were forcing up the stand
ards of free climbing. More exciting, to my mind, were the seaside
explorations of Pat Littlejohn, who was - and remains, as Jim Perrin once
put it, the greatest British rock-climbing pioneer since Joe Brown (and one
of our least-recognized all-round star mountaineers). Later we got to hear
about the equally creative activities of Mick Fowler. (The first time I saw
his grinning face in a magazine, it was to announce the free ascent of a
gritstone route called Linden. 'Some parochial Sheffield rock-jock',
I assumed, until, a few months later, I read Fowler's article about a new
route on the Grand Piller d'Angle. Ah - apparently this man climbed real
mountains too).

On the South-west sea cliffs, LittIejohn and Fowler were following in the
tradition of Pete Biven and our own Frank Cannings - a man who, I am
delighted to say, still eschews that horrible American import of the late
Seventies - Chalk. As Joe Brown put it to me recently, at our 2006 dinner,
chalk changed British rock climbing irrevocably: not only is it an aesthetic
assault on our predominantly dark native geology; by marking up the holds,
it also destroys subtlety and takes away the sense of the unknown - the
thrill of discovering the route's secrets for yourself.

Ken Wilson, that tireless prophet of our times, flagged up the chalk issue
in his Mountain magazine. It was he also, a few years earlier, who published
Reinhold Messner's 'Murder of the Impossible'. I remember reading
Messner's essay as an I8-year-old and thinking, 'this man knows what it's
all about'. Reared on the books of Shipton and Tilman, it had never occurred
to me that people actually drilled holes in rock; but apparently they did 
whole ladders of steel bolts forced inanely up otherwise unclimbable walls.
Messner was fulminating against mindless aid climbing - the Diretissima
that bears no relation to the natural features of the rock. In fact, that
particular aid-climbing cult proved short-lived and the Tyrolean polemicist
probably never imagined that 30 years later, the bolt - placed into what are
now electrically-drilled holes - would be used, not for artificial climbing, but
to open up whole new kingdoms of previously unimaginable.free climbing.

But I think the principle does remain the same - the notion that ifnothing
is impossible, then we are all diminished. Of course I admire, for instance,
the stunningly beautiful new free rock climbs on the Wendenstock above
Meiringen, which could probably not be protected without bolts. Drilled
protection has enabled the best climbers to create routes that I will never,
ever, be good enough to get up. So do I have any right to complain?

Well, yes, I think I do. Because mountaineering is about aspiration. We
need heroes to admire. And we need those heroes to be bold and brave and
respectful of the mountain aesthetic. But what is really important is that
bolts are not just enablers for the extraordinary technical achievements of
the elite. No, they are being used to mollycoddle the rest of us, to make
climbing everywhere - even on the easiest routes - more convenient and
more accessible. This so-called 'plaisir' climbing has less to do with the
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deep, lasting satisfaction of genuine personal discovery - the real pleasure
of mountaineering - than a kind of bland instant gratification, peddled by
a society ever more in thrall to a pernicious, erosive culture of 'health and
safety'.

This is beginning to sound like the rant of an old guard elitist in a green
and yellow tie. But just because something is new, is it necessarily good?
And, anyway, what on earth is wrong with elitism? I think that our friends
in the Swiss Alpine Club, notwithstanding the wonderful generosity they
have shown us in our anniversary year, are profoundly misguided when
they insist that their job is to re-equip comprehensively the glorious climbs
of their country, to make them safer and more accessible. I think that Michel
Piola displayed staggering arrogance, recently, when he bolted his way up
a 'new route' in southern Turkey, without bothering to find out that an
earlier team had already climbed the same line, protecting it with the
plethora of excellent modern removable gear available in any climbing shop,
using and delighting in the natural features which God - or a few million
years of erosion - gave them, and leaving those features unharmed for future
generations to enjoy.

Mountaineering is fundamentally about overcoming our own personal
fears and weaknesses. It is about surprise, and discovery, and the unknown
- or at least the illusion of the unknown. And, whatever Ruskin said about
greasy poles, it is about aesthetic sensibility being heightened- not diminished
- by physical exertion. And if that entails a bit of hardship and even danger,
well, so be it. If you don't like it, go to Disneyland. Or play golf.

Mountaineering is also about friendship. Some of the most companion
able times of my life have been spent with members of this Club. Tibet
with Henry Day. The north face of the Eiger with Luke Hughes. Kohe
Sahkt with Lindsay Griffin and Roger Everett. Kishtwar with Dick Renshaw.
Orion Face Direct with Alison Hargreaves. Snow Lake with Duncan Tunstall
and Phil Bartlett. The unexplored wilds of the eastern Karakoram with
Victor Saunders, Jim Fotheringham, Dave Wilkinson, Henry Osmaston
and Harish Kapadia - that particular expedition made possible by the
generous help of our then president, Roger Chorley.

I have also been lucky enough to climb with some of the modern legends
of international climbing - John Roskelley, Jim Wickwire, Ed Webster,
Tim Macartney-Snape, Reinhold Messner ... I even once went bouldering
with Catherine Destivelle. And while we're on the subject of name-dropping,
I never imagined, listening to that Everest lecture at South Audley Street in
1975, that Chris Bonington would one day help to save my life on a peak in
Garhwal; nor that Doug Scott would, during an Alpine Club symposium,
sneak off from the lecture room to lead me up Cenotaph Corner, followed by
that incomparably macho creation of his old friend Don Whillans - Grand.

The really nice thing to report about all those climbing partners is that
apart from Alison Hargreaves - and Henry Osmaston whom died of
respectable old age - they are all still alive. It would be naive to pretend
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100. Right

Stephen Venables - on the
Breithorn media event at the start
of the AC gathering in Zermatt,
June 2007. (Ed Douglas)

that our survival has not had at least
something to do with luck; we've all had
our near misses. I have certainly been
lucky to survive. I've also had the good
fortune and honour to be president of
this Club during the year of its 150th
anniversary. Unlike John Hunt, in the
centenary, dressing up in evening tails to
welcome Her Majesty the Queen, I have
been allowed to celebrate more informally.
But I think we have still marked the year with an impressive variety of
dinners, meetings and expeditions, with special guests including Peter
Habeler and Waiter Bonatti. Recent lectures by members - or about-to-be
members - such as John and Anne Arran, Ed Tressider and Kenton Cool,
have demonstrated the vitality of modern alpinism and the talent of its
stars to entertain. The Club is thriving, particularly in its ability to see the
big picture, beyond the minutiae of pure climbing achievement, with a huge
range of thoughtful articles in its Journal, ever more ambitious exhibitions
and an excellent conference looking at the increasingly urgent need for
scientific understanding of the mountains.

I was lucky enough to be born in one of the richest countries in the world,
in a generation which hasn't had to fight wars and which has enjoyed
unprecedented freedom to travel. The whole world has been our playground.
Our possibilities for exploratory mountaineering have been - and at the
moment still are, despite the efforts of the Piolas to tame the cliffs - almost
unlimited. But I wonder how much longer we will enjoy this fool's paradise
of ever cheaper air travel, before the whole fragile edifice of our oil-driven
modern economy, built on the mantra of yearly growth, comes tumbling
down. Perhaps that sounds unduly pessimistic. But who knows? Perhaps,
quite soon, travel will again become difficult. If that does happen we might
be more restricted to our own island mountains - the mountains where
this gloriously irrational pursuit of climbing was first invented. Just
supposing that does happen, these native hills and cliffs will seem even
more precious. So, at the risk of sounding jingoistic, I would suggest that
we, in the Alpine Club, should remain zealous custodians of those British
hills and of that British tradition of enjoying the hills in a spirit of free,
adventurous discovery.
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